CALL FOR ABSTRACTS IS OPEN
Present your research to a global audience!

Submission deadline: **March 15, 2022**

TTS 2022 is a great stage to showcase your research, get the right exposure and connect to a global audience. By presenting your abstract at the Congress you can:

- gain valuable feedback on your research
- foster additional studies
- find mentorship through our diverse and high-caliber attendees
- be noticed and raise your profile amongst the world leading experts

So act fast and shine the spotlight on your best abstract!

Accepted abstracts will be published in an online supplement of the *Transplantation* Journal

tts2022.org
Abstract Topics

Allied Health  
Basic and Translational Sciences  
Bone Marrow [NEW]  
Cell and Tissue Banking  
Composite Tissues  
Covid-19 [NEW]  
Critical Care and Anesthesia  
Education  
Ethics and Transplantation  
Histopathology  
Intestinal Transplant  
Kidney  
Liver  
Organ Donation and Procurement  
Pancreas & Islet  
Paediatrics  
Thoracic (Heart and Lung)  
Tissue Typing  
Transplant Immunosuppression  
Transplant Infectious Diseases  
Sex and Gender in Transplantation  
Xenotransplantation  
Other Topics

At TTS 2022  
We Award Excellence!  

Congress Scientific Award

As part of our renewed commitment to rewarding excellence in research, TTS will offer a number of merit-based awards to recognize Young Investigators, Allied Health Professionals, and authors from Emerging Economy Nations who present superior abstracts at the Congress. The Congress Scientific Awards are designed to help offset expenses incurred to attend the TTS Biennial Congress.

To apply and to find out more, visit tts2022.org

TTS International Transplantation Science Mentee-Mentor Awards:Submit Your Abstract To Apply

In collaboration with National and International Societies, TTS acknowledges and recognizes the efforts of scientists who have advanced our understanding of transplantation science and fostered the development of young investigators. The Mentee-Mentor Awards are designed to encourage dialogue and interactions between trainees and established investigators, and provide financial support for their joint participation in the Congress.

Read more at tts2022.org